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and photography.

He adopted a small, smiling doll-like figurine that had belonged to Mr. Knudsvig as a symbol of the power of hidden mat-
ter and indeterminate meaning: Although the figure appeared to be a toy, it held dice carved from bone in its twist-off hat. 
Versions of the form that Mr. Nelson molded from sand and photographed in the mid-1990s look skeletal. During the same 
years, he dug deep holes in the backyard of his East Village apartment, filled them with clear resin and pulled up casts en-
casing rocks and torn-loose plant roots: underground landscapes, disturbed but preserved. He laid down paper at the tide 
line on beaches and let incoming water form strokelike patterns; he recycled the image of a broken hourglass, as small as 
a bullet, in various media. From a distance, much of his art could be abstract; close up you see how content-specific, if not 
meaning-specific, it is. Little wonder his work contains recurring images of eyes, sometimes resembling deep-sea creatures 
and spiral nebulae.

In the 2000s, Mr. Nelson returned to painting, in pictures with minimal but expressively complicated imagery. It can be 
cozy (socks, a pastel wallpaper rose), but it is always impure: Is that a playful smudge of paint or an embarrassing bodily 
stain? About one thing there is no ambiguity, and that is the loyalty of Mr. Nelson’s artist friends. One of them, Nancy 
Brooks Brody, helped salvage his work when he died in a state of physical and mental debilitation. She, along with Jonathan 
Berger, organized this beautiful show and contributed to its keeper of a catalog.

David Nelson, 80WSE, 80 Washington Square East, Greenwich Village, through Oct. 24

A version of this review appears in print on September 25, 2015, on page C23 of the New York edition with the headline: 
David Nelson Exhibition Illuminates Evolution of His Work.

Biography isn’t necessarily destiny, 
but it seems to have played a role in 
the work of the wonderful artist David 
Nelson (1960-2013), as this show at-
tests. He studied art in New York in 
the late 1970s and ’80s and began pri-
marily as a painter. In 1990, he and 
his longtime partner, David Knuds-
vig, also an artist, tested positive for 
H.I.V. Mr. Knudsvig died of AIDS 
three years later, and Mr. Nelson’s art 
began to change, moving from paint-
ing to distinctive forms of sculpture 

One room of the David Nelson exhibition includes three pieces on the wall made of paint and mixed-
media on linen and a sculpture made of vintage toy train tunnels, bone rings and wire. Credit Estate of 
David Nelson, Benjamin Hatcher


